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Introducing the first official Harry Potter knitting book—a deluxe guide to creating
over 25 authentic Harry Potter knits based on the iconic films. Channel the magic
of the Harry Potter films from the screen to your needles with the ultimate
knitter’s guide to the Wizarding World. Featuring over 25 magical knits pictured
in gorgeous full-color photography, this book includes patterns for clothing, home
projects, and keepsakes pulled straight from the movies—and even includes a few
iconic costume pieces as seen on-screen. With yarn suggestions based on the
true colors used in the films, projects range from simple patterns like the
Hogwarts house scarves to more complex projects like Mrs. Weasley’s
Christmas sweaters. A true fan must-have, this book also includes fun facts,
original costume sketches, film stills, and other behind-the-scenes treasures.
Harry Potter: Knitting Magic is sure to have fans everywhere summoning
needles, conjuring yarn, and practicing their best knitting wizardry.
Contains all the instructions you need to bring a flock of characterful birds to life.
This book also includes photographs and instructions for techniques such as
sewing up, stuffing, and creating legs that will let your birds stand, perch or even
cling to your finger.
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Learn to apply a time-honored design element to knitwear to create fascinating
garments that are wonderfully unique. Knitting enthusiasts will love the range and
inventiveness of these captivating designs. Use genuine pleats--not simply
ribbing--to create decorative effects or to shape garments Place pleats
horizontally, vertically, or diagonally; make them full length, sectional, or slightly
irregular Choose from 17 fashionable projects, including gorgeous sweaters and
wraps, plus a beret, vest, hat, collar, and bags
A collection of 30 knitted shawl patterns for high-quality, vibrantly colored
wearables using Koigu's popular signature materials organizes patterns by
weights, from ultra-luxe lace to popular bulky yarns. Original.
10 fresh designs from the knitting dream team, Stephen West and Cirilia Rose.
Inspired by and photographed in Iceland by Ysolda Teague.
Inspiration for twist and cable designs can be seen everywhere in the natural
world and the urban environment, from the cracks in the pavement to building
walls, posts and pillars. In A Knitter's Sketchbook: Design Inspiration for Twists
and Cables, creative designer Emma Vining shares her experience of capturing
pattern ideas in many diverse locations and settings, offering a design-led
approach to creating unique knitting stitch patterns. This inspirational book takes
a new look at hand knitting techniques that uses twisted stitches and cables. It
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can be used in many different ways: as a stitch library, a collection of knitting
patterns or as a starting point to inspire designers for a personalized knitter's
sketchbook. This beautifully illustrated book explores: the history of knitted twists
and cables; demonstrates how using different yarns affect stitch patterns;
describes twist and cable techniques and terminology; presents a wide-ranging
stitch library with ideas to inspire further designs; illustrates the techniques with
ten creative accessory patterns. This book illustrates these techniques with ten
creative accessory patterns in the form of 189 colour photographs and 141 line
artworks.
Combining some of the oldest knitted artifacts in Northern Europe with authentic
tips and expert advice, this distinctive guidebook demonstrates a wide range of
knitting knowledge. Featuring 14 heirloom-quality projects, this savvy reference
includes traditional lace-knitting techniques such as the starburst, twig, peacock,
and lily of the valley patterns. Modern variations on classic methods and adding
lace edges are also explored, and photographs from several Estonian museums
beautifully illustrate various completed designs. With accessible graphed and
written instructions, the projects include Estonian-style shawls, stoles, and
scarves.
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based farms and yarn companies.
The New York Times–bestselling author of Stitch ’n Bitch helps you take your
knitting to the next level with advanced techniques and forty-one new patterns! In
Stitch ’n Bitch Superstar Knitting Debbie Stoller teaches the full array of
advanced knitting techniques and skills, such as double-knitting, knitting lace,
complicated color work, beading, and more. With the same clear instruction and
fierce attitude that got her dubbed a “knitting superstar” by the San Francisco
Chronicle, Stoller explains how to “knit by the numbers”; get creative with
stripes; embellish with crochet, beading, and I-cords; how to make cable
patterns; and how to use color forms. She also includes a section on DIY—which
gives a tutorial on creating your own knitting patterns. Then you can test your
skills with forty-one cool, funky, and fabulous patterns from Debbie and the Stitch
’n Bitch community: a fluttery “Rococo Shawl,” a cap sleeve lattice sweater, a
Chanel-styled sequined jacket, a “Empire Strikes Back Dress,” the adorable
“Button It!” children’s sweater with changeable animal patches—plus sexy
stockings, stylish handbags, blankets, scarves, and more, all photographed in fullcolor.
Step-by-step instructions and symbol charts put these 139 creative new border
designs within reach for beginning and advanced crocheters alike. If you’re
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ready to chart your own crocheted course, Edie Eckman offers plenty of helpful
design advice, including how to choose an appropriate border for each project
and how to incorporate an element from the main stitch pattern into a new border
design. She then explains, with the help of close-up photos, how the same
pattern can have dramatically different results depending on the weight of the
yarn. With each pattern diagrammed to approach in both rounds and rows, Every
Which Way Crochet Borders is an inventive and invaluable resource.
"Whether you are cheering for a sports team or seeking guidance in your
personal life, animals are a natural source of inspiration with their symbolic
strength, tenacity, courage, and other qualities. In Spirit Animals, Jessica Boyer
presents a collection of popular animal mascots to crochet with realistic features.
Measuring from 3.5 to 9.5, projects include Bear, Bulldog, Cardinal, Wild Cats
(variations for Panther, Cougar, Tiger, and Lion), Birds of Prey (variations for
Eagle, Hawk, and Falcon), and Wolf. All patterns are for Easy+ skill level using
medium weight yarn and include close-up photos showing details of the faces
and bodies. Free online technique videos provide additional support. Have fun
creating your favorite animal hero!"--Amazon website.
Present instructions for sixty knitting patterns for baby blankets, throws, buntings,
and cuddle toys in a variety of designs.
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Choose your own knitting adventure--shawl style! Five-time author Jen Lucas
returns with a dozen lacy shawls to knit three ways: as wedges, crescents, and
half-circles. With the top-down method, you cast on just two or three stitches and
watch your shawl grow row by row. Both charted and written instructions for
making each shawl are included, so you can choose your favorite way to follow
each pattern. Jen also inspires you to unleash the designer within by providing
four templates and 18 stitch patterns to mix and match in mesmerizing one-of-akind shawls. Beautiful outdoor photography features each shawl in a nature
setting and on a model, so you can accurately judge sizes and see options for
wearing each shawl. From richly textured stitches that pop to airy, romantic
designs that call for a special occasion, these exquisite shawls will capture your
heart.
Provides beginner projects to learn the techniques of crocheting, with step-bystep illustrated instructions, explains how to read a pattern, and presents finishing
techniques.
Beginners love knitting scarves because they're easy; experienced knitters love them because
the projects are fast. Continuing Storey's popular die-cut Knit! series, Knit Scarves! features 16
unique scarf patterns that range from the toasty warm to the way cool to the tres chic. Candi
Jensen--a craft and needlework designer with 25 years of experience--discusses everything
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from choosing the proper needles to avoiding such gaffs as mixing acrylic yarn with mohair
yarn (acrylic needs a dryer to keep its shape, while mohair should never see the inside of a
dryer). The friendly, step-by-step instructions and color-coded charts make Knit Scarves!
perfect for knitters of all skill levels.
Bring the magic of Diwali home with this incredible book. Learn how to count from one to ten in
Hindi, all the while sharing the excitement of the festival of lights. This book is a great way to
reinforce language learning, as well as building an integral part of Indian culture with your
family, in a fun and colorful way.
Hiberknitting 2 contains seven hand-knitting patterns designed by Stephen West including
unique shawls, hats, a colorwork sweater, and a large circular blanket. The patterns feature
multiple samples shown in different colors to inspire your next cozy winter knitting project.
Each design is accompanied by detailed instructions to knit your own wearable work of art. The
pages are filled with beautiful photography by Marc Haers together with artistic collages by
Stefan Gunnesch. The collaborative contents of this knitwear collection are sure to keep you
busy and inspired as you knit through the deep winter months.
Curls are marvelously flexible, wearable wraps that work with any weight of yarn, can be knit at
any gauge, and look beautiful at any size. Knit them small and wear them as a cowl. Keep
going to make a scarf. Do a bit more, and you've got a shawl. They form a curved shape that
drapes beautifully around your neck and shoulders and can be worn in lots of different ways.
Use your favourite yarn, and knit at whatever gauge gives you the fabric you like best.
Applied Sufism frames the teachings of Sufism in the form of a response to those seeking a
whole and integral path, a unity of form and meaning, and intimate knowledge of God. The
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intimate portrayal of conscience afforded the reader in the exposition of these principles
imbues these lectures with a light that is at once familiar and rare. In short, Shaykh Ahmed
Abdur Rashid, as an exemplar and spiritual mentor, and in his teaching legacy has provided us
with timeless criteria, clear and coherent, of the theoretical and practical aspects of the
timeless spiritual discourse of traditional Islam.
If you are looking for whimsical, traditional and farmhouse-style Christmas ideas, then look no
further! This book is filled with 31 amazing holiday designs to deck your halls, plus designs that
will help you give the perfect handmade gift to anyone on your list! Designs include an on-trend
Deer Plaid Afghan, a whimsical Santa afghan, mug rugs, ornaments, a gnome scarf, baskets,
an angel doily, a snowman, slippers, farmhouse-style pillows and so much more! Most projects
are made using worsted-weight yarn or size 10 thread.
Mary Walker Phillips nearly single-handedly brought 19th-century American counterpanes —
bed coverings — to the attention of modern knitters. Expanded with dozens of brand-new
charts, this revised edition features 46 counterpane patterns as well as 32 lace edgings and
borders that Phillips discovered in museums, private collections, and magazines. "A terrific
book." — Knitter's Magazine. Revised and expanded reprint of the Taunton Press, Newtown,
Connecticut, 1989 edition.
Practical and stylish pieces for daily life! New American Knits offers garments that are casual
but polished, equally appropriate whether running errands, at the office, or socializing with
friends. Author Amy Christoffers takes her inspiration from the clean lines and elegant
functionality of American sportswear and creates projects that have a classic nostalgic feel. In
designing her fashionable modern uniform, Amy focuses on beautiful everyday sweaters, tops,
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and pretty accessories. Included are sections on texture and lace and pops of colorwork to add
visual and knitterly interest. Projects feature traditional, seamless, and semi-seamless
construction as well as detailed finishing. New American Knits has a "country house" feel with
touches of heather grays, tweeds, slubby textures, and muted tones. The book is visually
elegant with a streak of casual bohemian style, much like the projects themselves.
Recently I had a cold virus, and I was running a fever. I also happened to be reading A History
of Hand Knitting by Richard Rutt. In this book, he describes a dishcloth knit by colonial
American Shakers, worked on size 2mm (US size 0) or smaller needles: “The washcloths were
circular, made of 16 segments of garter stitch, arranged in alternating colours. The rows ran
radially, decreasing from the centre in alternate shortened rows.” I read this, and I knew I
wanted to take these two sentences and write a modern pattern. The low-grade fever I was
running made it difficult to think ahead very far, so I just knit, ripped out, knit, and ripped out until I got it. This pattern is friendlier, using much bigger needles, delicious modern yarn, and
has 12 color segments instead of 16. * Pattern includes links to video tutorial.
From the authors of the beloved and best-selling Knit Your Own Dog, Knit Your Own Cat, and
Knit Your Own Dog: The Second Litter comes Knit Your Own Zoo! With easy-to-follow, step-bystep instructions for 24 animals, it's an irresistible guide to knitting a single exotic pet or an
entire stuffed menagerie. What could be better than a cuddly koala or a long-necked giraffe to
call your own? Knit Your Own Zoo includes patterns for both, as well as a tiger, crocodile,
penguin, meerkat, elephant, armadillo, panda, a kangaroo and her joey, and 14 other delightful
creatures. The animals are surprisingly easy to make; with a few evenings of work, you can
have a covetable companion for life. Given a week, you could be charging admission to your
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own nature park! Along with the knitting patterns, Sally and Joanna also include brief
descriptions of the various species and offer tips and advice on sewing up and embellishing
the animals. And, of course, these knitted animals are much easier to look after than the real
things?they don't eat, won't make a mess, and are legal to keep in your home.
Turn a cherished skein of yarn into a unique crocheted accessory! Have you fallen in love with
a single skein of yarn, but struggle to find just the right pattern for it? One Skein Crochet has
just what you're looking for! Packed with stash-busting know-how, Ellen Gormley is sharing
more than just patterns in this inspiring resource. Inside you'll find: • Information on how to pair
single skeins of yarn with the perfect crochet project. • How-to on anticipating when a skein of
yarn will end so you always have enough to finish what you're stitching. • Lessons on
designing your own stunning one-skein projects. • Plus, 15 inspiring accessories that only take
a single skein! You'll never wonder what to make with a skein of yarn again with One Skein
Crochet!
"A beginner's guide to knitting on a loom, with over 30 fun projects"--Cover.
Meticulously researched and annotated, The Second Carolingian Modelbook is a pattern
collection for stitchers fascinated by the counted embroidery styles of the 1500s and 1600s.Its
75 plates of over 250 individual band, border, strapwork, and field designs are clearly depicted
for ease of working, and are accompanied by observations on pattern "families", full source
documentation, and descriptions of some of the many techniques that were used to stitch
them. It contains linear designs appropriate for double-running or back stitch embroidery; and
block unit designs can be used for long armed cross stitch and darned whitework. Block unit
designs can also be used in modern context for cross stitch, filet crochet, and knitting. Designs
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appropriate for reserva or voided work (the ancestor of modern Assisi stitching) are also
included. Please note that this is a reference work for stitchers creating their own works for
private use, and not a book of fully composed projects and the step by step directions for
creating them.
Feel the magic of Outlander at your fingertips with this officially licensed book of knitting:
twenty patterns inspired by the hit series from STARZ and Sony Pictures Television, based on
Diana Gabaldon's bestselling novels. From the Scottish Highlands to the courts of Versailles to
the eastern shores of North America, the TV show Outlander brings to life in gorgeous detail
the epic love story of Jamie Fraser and Claire Beauchamp Randall Fraser. But beyond the
drama and passion, what has captured fans’ imagination the most are the rustic knits worn on
the show. Now knitters of all skill levels can recreate them with twenty projects for apparel,
accessories, and home décor that take inspiration from memorable episodes. Knit the capelet
cowl that Mrs. Fitz gives to Claire at Castle Leoch, warm your feet with Clan Mackenzie Boot
Socks, swaddle your bairn with the Mo Chridhe Baby Blanket, and dress your Jamie in a warm
waistcoat. From chunky knits to Celtic cables, each project includes a clearly written pattern,
gorgeous photography, and scenes from the set. A love letter to the fans, Outlander Knitting
will have you wishing you could time travel to the Highlands.

Do you love shawls but find them hard to wear? Struggle to get gauge? Have a stash
full of special, single skeins? Then Curls are just what you've been looking for! Each of
these 11 new patterns creates a delightfully curved shape that drapes beautifully
around your neck and shoulders. They're easy to wear in lots of different ways, work at
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any gauge and can be knit to any size. Let your favorite skein of yarn determine your
gauge and the size of your project. Make a cowl, a scarf or a shawl. You're in charge
and you're going to love the results. One small note, the structure of these pieces lends
itself much better to charted instructions than to written out instructions. So please be
aware that all the patterns use charts. If you're new to charts, never fear. There is a
lovely introduction to using charts at the front of the book. Read through it, and you'll be
ready to go in no time!
Featuring gorgeous yarns from fine weight to bulky, the eight diverse wraps in Tunisian
Shawls take you through the seasons in style and comfort. Their knit-look textures are
created using Tunisian crochet patterns for skill levels from easy to intermediate.
Designer Sharon H. Silverman believes that the variety of shapes and styles make
shawls the perfect opportunity for crocheters to master Tunisian techniques whilst
creating beautiful fashions. Designs include Autumn Embrace, Cables and Heart,
Expanding Vees, Hot Pink Lace, Silver Shimmer, Popover Wedges, Red Hot Wrap and
Fair Isle Winter Capelet.
Sock yarns are so yummy. They come in many colorways and fiber contents--and
they're everywhere. Best of all, they're versatile; you can use these fabulous fibers for a
lot more than socks. You can make shawls! Learn how to work from a knitting chart;
instructions for 15 striking shawls are charted and written out Get tips for choosing the
right yarn--from fiber content to color--plus tips on using stitch markers, making shawls
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bigger, and more Make great gifts; find a variety of knitted-shawl patterns to suit
yourself and your friends
A story about a little French girl and her favorite ball of yarn, the bird that took it and
how it found its way back home
Fiber and yarn enthusiasts nationwide will celebrate Ann Budd's latest addition to The
Knitter's Handy Book series. Answering to a growing interest in knitting sweaters from
the top down and knitting seamless sweaters that require little finishing, this handy book
offers instructions for knitting five basic sweater types: circular yoke, raglan, modifieddrop shoulder, set-in sleeve, and saddle shoulder. Patterns are offered in multiple sizes
and yarn gauges and for a broad age group. Following the basics for each of the five
sweater types are three diverse patterns from top designers that illustrate some of the
many ways that instructions can be used as springboards for creative expression,
including color, texture, and shaping variations. Also included for intermediate to
advanced knitters are personal design touches, detailed charts, clear instruction, and
quick tips to expand knitting possibilities and maintain creative originality. A key
reference for knitters of all skill levels, this is the new essential knitting resource on your
bookshelf.
Illuminated Knits is a collection of four knitting patterns by Scottish designer Lucy
Hague, inspired by the rich colours and intricate decorations found in illuminated Celtic
manuscripts. All patterns are presented in both charted and written form, and full
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explanations are provided for every stitch, along with a guide to selecting colours.
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